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Abstract

Describing and understanding surface chemistry at the atomic scale is of primary

importance in order to predict and rationalize nanoparticle morphology as well as their

physical and chemical properties. Here we present the results of comprehensive density

functional theory studies on the adsorption of several small organic species, represent-

ing the major species (H2, Cl2, HCl, NH3, NH4Cl, and CH3COOH), present in reaction

medium during colloidal iron nanoparticle synthesis, on various low-indexed iron sur-

face models, namely (100), (110), (111), (211), and (310). All tested ligands strongly

interact with the proposed surfaces. Surface energies are calculated and ligand e↵ects

on the morphologies are presented, including temperature e↵ects, based on a thermo-

dynamic approach combined with the Wul↵ construction scheme. The importance of

taking into account vibrational contributions during the calculation of surface energies

after adsorption is clearly demonstrated. More importantly, we find that thermody-

namic ligand e↵ects can be ruled out as the unique driving force in the formation of

recently experimentally observed iron cubic nanoparticles.

⇤To whom correspondence should be addressed
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Introduction

Metallic iron is a promising material in an enormous range of application fields involving

nanoparticles (NPs). This includes not only modern technologies such as spintronics or

biomedical applications,1–4 but as well “classical” fields such as catalysis.5,6 In order to be

able to correctly describe and predict the processes and properties of the involved materials

in such surface sensitive areas, it is of fundamental importance to understand the interaction

of the iron with its environment. One elegant way to yield size-controlled Fe nanoparticles

(FeNPs) with specific, in particular cubic, morphologies is to grow them in liquid-phase

reactions under mild conditions.7,8 The reduction of an organometallic precursor in a non-

polar solvent (mesitylene) under H2 pressure, combined with a careful choice of stabilising

ligands, ensures controlled surface states free of oxidation. As environment e↵ects are of

primary importance for the morphology, the precursor choice plays a crucial role in NP

structure,9,10 assuming that some precursor residues can be coordinated on the surface of

the nanocluster. It has also been stated that acid/amine ratio is a central parameter for the

morphology of FeNPs.11,12

Employing first-principles calculations allows for the calculation of ligand-induced changes

of the surface energies, including temperature e↵ects. By building computed phase dia-

grams,13 NP shapes can be predicted thanks to Wul↵ constructions.14 This has to some

extent already been done for the case of iron surfaces and several ligands, in particular for

several low-indexed bare facets.15–18 H adsorption has intensively been studied computation-

ally as well.19–25 Further studies on the other ligands investigated in the present paper also

exist, such as on Cl species26 and NH3.25,27–30 For the latter, a systematic study of the ad-

sorption on a Fe55 NP model has been also proposed.31 However, no systematic, consistent,

and comprehensive first-principles investigations on the adsorption of HCl, NH3, NH4Cl,

and CH3COOH have been proposed, despite their presence during chemical synthesis of

FeNPs.9,32–35 Modeling CH3COOH and NH3 adsorption may give insights on the e↵ects of

the presence of long aliphatic chain carboxylic acids and amines, usually used as stabilizing
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agents.

In this paper we present calculations within the Density Functional Theory (DFT) frame-

work on the adsorption of atomic H, atomic Cl and the four above mentioned molecules. The

investigated surfaces, (100), (110), (111), (211), and (310), are modeled by a slab approach

in periodic boundary conditions. The results should, thus, be valid for a wide range of sizes

of experimental systems, with typical dimensions above a few nanometers.36

Our first focus is put on adsorption energies as well as on surface energies including tem-

perature e↵ects through thermodynamic and vibrational contribution, in order to predict

FeNP shapes. Secondly, the adsorption strength of H, Cl, and NH3 species is also ratio-

nalized using a recently proposed DFT-based descriptor37 readily derived from the d -band

center model of Hammer and Nørskov.38,39 This generalized ligand-field theory allows to

understand the local surface properties of metal surfaces and NPs, in terms of molecular

orbital interactions.

This paper is outlined as follows: the next section sketches the main technical and

methodological details, more details are given in supporting information when needed. The

results, sorted by ligands, are then presented and discussed. Conclusions are finally given.

Theoretical Details

Electronic Structure Calculations

The DFT calculations were done in the generalized gradient approximation in the PBE

parametrization40 within the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP).41,42 The projector

augmented wave method43 was employed and an energy cut-o↵ of 400 eV was chosen.

2 ⇥ 2 surface unit cells with a Fe slab thickness of 9 monolayers (ML) and, in the case

of the (310) surface, 11 ML, were used to model the surfaces. For each surface cell the

thickness of the vacuum region was larger than 16 Å. The three (five in the case of (310))

central ML were kept at the theoretically determined Fe bulk lattice constant of 2.84 Å, all
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other Fe and ligand atoms were allowed to relax using the RMM-DIIS method,44 with a force

convergence criterion of 0.02 eVÅ�1. Atomic charges were estimated employing the Bader

charge analysis.45,46

In order to find the preferred adsorption sites for each ligand, several high symmetry

positions were tested as shown in Figure 1.

Note that the areas of the (2 ⇥ 2) surface cells of the di↵erent facets di↵er, the precise

values being listed in Table 1. The coverage value, i.e the number n of ligands per (2 ⇥ 2)

surface cell, was used as a varying parameter. In case of atomic adsorption (H and Cl), the

coverage of the surfaces in units of ML is determined via n/4.

Adsorption and Surface Energies

The surface energy �
hkl

is the quantity determining the stability of the surface with the

Miller index hkl. For the bare case, indicated by the upper index b, it is defined via

�b

hkl

=
1

2A
hkl

(E
hkl

�NEbulk) , (1)

where A
hkl

is the surface area of the used cell. E
hkl

is the total energy of the slab cell

consisting of N Fe atoms (N = 36, or 44 for the (310)) and Ebulk represents the total energy

of one Fe atom in the bulk phase. The factor 1/2 is due to the fact that the slab has two

surfaces. Both energies are directly obtained from DFT calculations at 0 K.

In case of ligands adsorbed on a surface the surface energy is generally defined via

�
hkl

= �b

hkl

+
�

a

G
hkl,nL(T, a)

2A
hkl

. (2)

�
a

G
hkl,nL(T, a) is the Gibbs free energy of adsorption of all n

i

ligands L
i

(
P

i

n
i

L
i

shortened

to nL) of species i on the surface (hkl). It corresponds to the reaction (hkl) +
P

n
i

L
i

!
P

n
i

L⇤
i

(hkl), at temperature T and activity a. At T = 0 K when neglecting any thermody-
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namic contributions to the Gibbs free energy, �
a

G
hkl,nL(T, a) takes the form

�
a

G
hkl,nL(0, 0) = Eads = E

nL⇤(hkl) � E(hkl) � nEL , (3)

where Eads is called adsorption energy containing only electronic contributions. The activity

is a general term and represents di↵erent quantities depending on the experimental conditions

and environment. In particular, a assumes the pressure p in case of the perfect gas or

molarity c in case of an infinitely diluted solution. Accordingly, a� represents either the

standard pressure p� or a standard molarity c�. The ratio a/a� was used as a parameter to

study the temperature e↵ects on the surface energies at di↵erent environmental conditions.

Having determined surface energies �
hkl

of a crystal, it is straightforward to perform the

Wul↵ construction which predicts the thermodynamically stable shape of a single crystal

NP.14

Construction of a d-Band Center Based Coordination Map

As shown in a previous paper for Ru NPs,37 the adsorption strength for a given coordination

site µ
k

can be assessed by calculating an index, "̄
d

(µ
k

), with k the coordination number.

This index can be nicely depicted as a color map, which provides a first overview of the

d -accessibility of a µ
k

site. It is calculated as the normalized, energy-weighted integral of

the density of states (DOS), projected onto all d atomic orbitals (AOs) of the surface atoms

which characterize the µ
k

coordination site,

"̄
d

(µ
k

) =

⇣P
a2µk

P
m

R
E

max

E

min

✏n
dm(a, ✏)d✏

⌘

⇣P
a2µk

P
m

R
E

max

E

min

n
dm(a, ✏)d✏

⌘ , (4)

where m runs over the five d AOs and n
dm(a, ✏) is the atom-projected density of states on

the d
m

AO of atom a; µ
k

is reminiscent of the symbol which designates bridging ligands in

coordination chemistry and the bar sign above "
d

means that it is averaged over all d AOs.
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If the summation in Equation (4) is omitted and m kept fixed, the center of this specific

d orbital, "
dm(a), is calculated. This allows to analyse a possible covalent adsorption process

in terms of "
d�

, "
d⇡

and "
d�

indices. See the supporting information for more details.

Results and Discussion

Bare Surfaces

The bare surface energies �b

hkl

, calculated via Equation (1), are given in Table 1. They are

in good agreement with previous theoretical works, with results di↵ering by less than 3%

from recent studies.16,18,47 The (110) facet has the lowest surface tension, followed by the

(100). Interestingly the naked quasi-stepped surfaces (211) and (310) are more stable than

the low crystallographic indexed (111) surface. The resulting Wul↵ shape at T = 0 K, shown

in Figure 2, is almost spherical, as already found in Reference 18.

Table 1: Surface energies �b

hkl

and the corresponding area of the (2⇥ 2) surface cell.

hkl (100) (110) (111) (211) (310)
�b

hkl

/ J/m2 2.47 2.41 2.65 2.56 2.50
A / Å2 32.29 22.83 55.92 39.54 51.05

It confirms that the chemical environment plays a crucial role, during organometallic

synthesis of FeNPs, since cubic shapes, exhibiting (100) facets, are experimentally observed

for NPs & 5 nm.32–34,48 The presence of ligands at the surface of the NP should inverse the

relative stability of the (100) over the (110) surface. Since the surface ratio is in favor of the

(110) surface by a factor of around 0.7, according to Equation (2) ligands able to compensate

this imbalance will have to adsorb more strongly to the (100) surface. This may append due

to stronger chemical bonding per ligand or due to a higher coverage value, since the (100)

facet has a larger area.

The "̄
d

(µ
k

) index for each slab, reported in Figure 3(a), provides a first prediction of the

chemisorbed species adsorption strength on metallic surfaces. The correspondence between
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colors and energy scale for the construction of d -band center coordination maps of iron

surfaces is shown on top of Figure 3(a). When "̄
d

(µ
k

) is close to the Fermi level, the site is

colored in red, meaning that the adsorption is strong. When the site is in blue, the adsorption

strength is weaker. The surface Fe(110) average d -band center value (-1.63 eV) was chosen

as the origin of this scale (i.e. white), whereas the bottom of the scale is set up to the lowest

"
d

, a value found for (100) surface atoms. From figure 3(a) it is clear that simple species

are not expected to adsorb more strongly on the (100) plane than on the (110) one, this

statement being confirmed by the detailed analysis of the e↵ective d AOs diagram plot in

Figure 3(b).

On the basis of these e↵ective d AOs, we can conclude that simple species such as

H or Cl atoms should not be able to invert the relative stability of the (100) and (110)

surfaces. However, more complex chemical processes, such as dissociative adsorption, could

modify this simple picture. For instance a significant surface polarization will modify the

local accessibility of the metal d AOs in the neighborhood of the sites involved in this co-

adsorption process. Interestingly, tilted adsorption of �-donor ligands on the (111), (211) and

(310) planes may be favored by the d
⇡

or d
�

AOs of the surface atoms. Besides, coordination

modes involving the second layer atoms is also possible, due to their energetic accessibility

(Figure 3(b), blue levels). The d
⇡

levels are almost degenerate in all cases and close to the

Fermi level. In addition, at least one d
�

of the upper layer atoms also lies high in energy.

All these electronic properties may enhance the simultaneous adsorption of simple species

on both layers.

H Adsorption

The adsorption of H atoms on Fe surfaces has been well documented in the last years with

several theoretical works.19–22,25,49 These have reported adsorption sites and energies at dif-

ferent coverage values, on a limited number of surfaces models with various computational

settings. The latter makes comparisons di�cult, when here we present a consistent study.
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The main results are compiled in Table 2.

Table 2: Adsorption sites of a single H atom on various surfaces, as defined in Figure 1,
with the corresponding Fe-H minimal distances, the highest vibrational frequencies, and the
adsorption energies at T = 0K. The optimal coverage values n0 resulting in the minimum
surface energies �n

0

hkl

upon H adsorption are also given. The same sites hold for n = 1 and
n0 in all cases.

hkl (100) (110) (111) (211) (310)
Site H 3f Tsb (Qf)a Qt Qt1

dmin / nm 1.73 1.78 1.63 1.77 1.80
⌫̄
hkl

/ cm�1 1182 1065 1488 1102 1055
En=1

ads / eV -0.40 -0.70 -0.57 -0.55 -0.65
-0.38, -0.34, -0.35b -0.71, -0.69, -0.73c -0.56, -0.70d -0.70e -0.54f

n0 4 4 8 4 4
En=n

0

ads /n0 / eV -0.41 -0.62 -0.49 -0.55 -0.65
�n

0

hkl

/ J/m2 1.66 0.59 1.54 1.67 1.69

aSee supporting information for details on the adsorption of 8 H.
bTaken from References 20, 49, and 50, respectively.
cTaken from References 20, 50, and 29, respectively.
dCorresponds to half the value calculated for 2 H atoms in Reference 21.
eTaken from Reference 25.
fTaken from Reference 49.

Adsorption energies of a single H atom, corresponding to a coverage of 0.25 ML, are in

good agreement with previous theoretical works,19–22,49 except for the (211) surface. If it

was previously found that a single H atom prefers the short bridge (Sb) site,25 the quasi

three-fold (Qt) site is slightly more stable here. The energy di↵erence between these two

sites is around 0.02 eV, as in the cited paper.25 We also find that adsorption at the Sb2 site

is only approximately 0.01 eV higher in energy than at Qt, meaning that the three sites are

equivalent with regards to energy precision.

Although H species at the Fe surfaces does not form pure covalent bonds, the adsorption

energy values in Table 2 correspond well to the "
d

map given in Figure 3. The relatively

large En=1
ads value of the µ3 site of the (110) surface can be safely attributed to a much better

availability of the d
xz

and d
yz

(d
⇡

) orbitals of the surface atoms, when the same orbitals

are deeper (0.3 eV), for the µ4-H sites of the (100) surface. This trend also holds for cubic

nano cluster model made of 91 Fe atoms, thus limiting the supposed finite-size e↵ects, where
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atoms at the center of the (100) facets and slab surface atoms have similar e↵ective d AOs

diagrams, see supplementary information. Besides, the small Eads obtained on the (111)

surface seems, at first sight to be in contradiction with the energy level of "
d� . But in

this particular case there is a large charge re-distribution, disturbing the balance between

orbital-driven and charge-driven interactions. Indeed, a large charge transfer, between 0.29

and 0.40 e per H atom depending on the surface orientation is obtained. This transfer, in

good agreement with recent experimental findings,35 is more pronounced for low coverage

values and large surface unit cells, i.e by minimizing the lateral interactions between ligands.

In the specific case of the (111) surface, the negatively charged H are closer to the second ML

of Fe. As the latter is also negatively charged, see Figure 2 in the supporting information,

the corresponding adsorption energy gets smaller. This shows that electrostatic e↵ects can

modulate expected Eads from a simple d -band center analysis.

From the comparison between values of �n

0

hkl

in Table 2 at T= 0 K, the fully H-covered

(110) surface represents by far the most stable configuration. This is caused by the large

adsorption energy per ligands in conjunction with the smallest area of the surface. Thus,

starting with spherical seeds of NPs, at very low temperature and under H2 pressure, (110)

surfaces should be largely promoted and dodecahedral NPs covered by 1ML of hydrides as

in Figure 4(c), should be yielded.

Including thermodynamic e↵ects on the morphology requires the determination of the

adsorbed species vibrations. The highest of the three vibrational excitation frequencies ⌫̄
hkl

of one H adsorbate at each surface are given in Table 2. They correspond to the mode with a

large component along the surface normal, but are not necessarily exactly perpendicular to

the surface. Their magnitude is reciprocally related to the distance to the nearest Fe atom.

The (110) value, ⌫̄ = 1065 cm�1, is in excellent agreement with the experimental value of

1060 cm�1.51 Higher surface coverage generally results in a slight increase of the given ⌫̄
hkl

,

due to the increased Coulomb repulsion between the H atoms hindering their vibrational

movement. The resulting surface energies upon H adsorption including thermodynamics
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and vibrational e↵ects, as written in Equation (2), are given in Figure 4. The e↵ects on the

surface energies of the vibrational contributions, are clearly demonstrated in Figure 4(b).

Without the vibrational terms, the energy values are lower. The temperatures below which

adsorption occurs can, thus, be shifted by more than 100 K, as in the case of the (211) and

(310) surfaces, due to large di↵erences in the H-frequencies. This agrees well with previous

results obtained in the case of H adsorption on Ru (0001) surface.52

The activity a of H2 and the temperature T do have a significant impact on the adsorption

behavior, and thus on the predicted morphologies. On one side, for low activities and at

high temperature, the adsorption becomes unfavorable, and spherical NPs, made of naked

surfaces, are yielded at 450K for a low activity 10�7, see Figure 4(d). On the other side

fully H-covered Fe surfaces are preferred when the temperature is not too high. This seems

to be in contradiction with recent experiments on pure Fe(0) NPs, which yield H coverage

values between 0.4 and 0.6 ML has been found.35 But here, stabilizing ligands present in

the reaction medium, are not taken into account, and certainly compete with H species to

occupy surface sites. When hydrides only are adsorbed, as shown in Figures 4(c), (e), and

(f), (110) facets are dominant with a little of (310) surfaces. The e↵ect of temperature is

also clear, when a/a� = 1, at T = 150 K the Fe NP is a rhombic dodecahedron of (110)

facets, when the temperature is increased more (100) facets appear. As a consequence the

presence of hydrogen alone in the reaction medium is not responsible for the cubic shape of

FeNPs.

Cl Adsorption

Table 3 summarizes the main results of the Cl radicals adsorption on Fe surfaces. Although

it is unrealistic to consider radicals in the context of colloidal NPs synthesis, Cl� species are

more likely to be present instead, such reference data still remain potentially useful in some

other experimental contexts.53,54

Chlorine adsorption is energetically favorable on all surfaces, with absolute values of
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Table 3: Preferred adsorption sites (see Figure 1) for a Cl radical at the bare surface and the
corresponding Eads. The normal vibrational mode frequency (⌫̄

hkl

) upon a single adsorption,
the minimum energy coverage values n0, the corresponding adsorption energies per Cl ligand,
and the resulting surface energies are given.

hkl (100) (110) (111) (211) (310)
Site H (B) Lb T2 Sb Qt1

En=1
ads / eV -1.46 -1.67 -1.62 -1.69 -1.74

⌫̄
hkl

/ cm�1 158/225 226 211 255 229
n0 2 2 4 2 4

En=n

0

ads /n0 / eV -1.50 -1.06 -1.62 -1.69 -1.38
�n

0

hkl

/ J/m2 0.98 0.92 0.84 1.18 0.78

Eads considerably larger than in the case of H species. When a single radical is present, the

smallest energy gain is on the (100) surface, as for a single H atom, as predicted by the "̄
d

(µ
k

)

index value. Cl radicals prefer to be in µ-positions with d(Fe-Cl) being between 2.30 and

2.35 Å. When Cl atoms interact with a (110) facet, the most stable sites are the long bridge

(Lb) ones, contrarily to a previous theoretical result29 that states the three-fold hollow (3f)

site is lower in energy. A possible reason may be too low number of Fe ML (5) used in the

cited work, that restricts the relaxation process.

It is only for the (100) case that a change of the adsorption site from H to B occurs when

a second ligand is added to the surface. This coordination mode change is a clear evidence

of ligands lateral interaction, at a coverage value of n = 2. The hollow site H was previously

proposed26 as the most stable site in case of single ligand adsorption. Another consequence

of the strong interaction between adsorbed Cl atoms, is that the complete coverage of the

surfaces, n = 4, is only possible for the two largest surface cells, namely (111) and (310).

This result is in good agreement with observations made on the (100) surface,26,55 where a

coverage value of 1ML could not be achieved. Indeed the adsorption of 3 Cl ligands on the

2x2-(100) slab gives a surface energy, �n=3
100 = 1.06 J/m2, slightly higher than with 2 ligands.

As for hydrogen atom, an electron transfer occurs from the metallic surface to the Cl

radical. The negative charge on the ligands lies between 0.50 e and 0.63 e, the minimum

being for 2 Cl on the (110) surface and the maximum being for 1 Cl on the (100) slab. The
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ionic character is generally more pronounced at low coverage values for larger surface cells,

as for H adsorption. This explains the low coverage values yielded on the smallest surfaces,

since an extra Cl atom must fight against steric and electrostatic e↵ects simultaneously. As

a consequence, the (111) and (310) surfaces have the smallest surface energies, thus these

surfaces will be more present in the corresponding Wul↵ construction.

The highest vibrational frequency of each Cl at the respective surface is listed as well in

Table 3. In column (100) the two values correspond to the adsorption of 1 Cl at the H site

and 1 Cl at the B site, which is the only occupied site if 2 Cl are trapped on the surface.

The reason for the di↵erence between ⌫̄100 of the H site and all the others sites is related to

the Fe-Cl bond-length. As usual, a smaller bond-length means a harder vibrational mode.

From these values, the Fe-Cl bonds are very soft compared to H-Fe ones.

HCl Adsorption

Hydrochloric acid solution is often used in the context of colloidal FeNPs synthesis, thus

making theoretical investigations of the interaction of HCl molecules with Fe surfaces of

first importance. Interestingly HCl spontaneously dissociates, with an adsorption energy of

around 2 eV on the di↵erent surfaces. The energetic and geometric aspects of the adsorption

process are the corresponding main results are summarized in Table 4.

Table 4: Preferred adsorption sites (see Figure 1) for one dissociated HCl molecule written
X-Y with X, Y being the site of H and Cl respectively, with the corresponding adsorption
energy are given. The highest vibrational frequencies of the a dissociated HCl are also
presented followed by the minimum energy coverage values n0, the corresponding adsorption
energies per HCl molecule, and the resulting surface energies.

hkl (100) (110) (111) (211) (310)
Site (n = 1) H -B 3f-Lb Tsb-T2 Qt-Sb Qt1-Qt1
En=1

ads / eV -1.92 -2.18 -2.18 -2.25 -2.38
⌫̄H
hkl

/ cm�1 1218 1162 1491 1112 1056
⌫̄Cl
hkl

/ cm�1 229 230 213 261 224
n0 2 2 3 2 3

En=n

0

ads /n0 / eV -1.77 -1.19 -1.80 -2.18 -1.75
�n

0

hkl

/ J/m2 0.72 0.74 1.11 0.80 0.85
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For n = 1, i.e. for a single HCl molecule, the adsorption sites of H and Cl are the same

as the isolated cases with two atomic species adsorbed. In these configurations, the site

occupation tend to maximize the distance between the H and Cl atoms. The adsorption

energy, En=1
ads , corresponds roughly to the sum of the values of the isolated ligands. An

exception to this is the (110) surface, due to its modest surface area that involves a larger

Coulomb interaction between negatively charged H and Cl. The frequencies associated to a

dissociated HCl molecule, given in Table 4, agree well with those of the single ligands except

for the H at (100) and (110) cases, again due to strong lateral interaction.

Increasing the ligand coverage values leads to changes in the coordination modes. The

underlying mechanism is again the maximization of the distance between the ligands. This

phenomenon is more pronounced on the (100) and (110) surfaces, where H and Cl occupy

the same symmetry sites already for n = 2. For the (211) case, the H atom moves from

the Qt to the Sb2 site. For the surfaces with the largest areas, (111) and (310), with n = 2

the adsorption sites remain identical. When n = 3, larger rearrangements are observed and

presented in the supplementary information.

According to the charge analysis, the adsorbed H ion charge ranges from 0.28 e to 0.38 e,

when for Cl it becomes 0.52 e to 0.60 e. These values are also very close to the isolated

case, meaning that co-adsorption has a little e↵ect on the charge transfer between the Fe

surface and the adsorbates. This anionic ligand’s character reinforces the weakening of the

adsorption energies when increasing the coverage values. It is symptomatic in the (110) case,

with a reduction of around 50% due to Coulomb repulsion between hydrides and chlorides.

Looking at �n=n

0

hkl

it is found that the (100) and (110) values are the lowest, in the presence

of HCl. Despite the strong adsorption energies on the (111) and (310) surfaces and the

corresponding larger n0, they still remain less favorable than the (100) and (110).

The �
hkl

, including thermodynamic and vibrational contributions, are shown in Figure 5

for 2 di↵erent values of the HCl molarity in the solution. Evidently, adsorption process is

strong on all surfaces and takes place at the whole investigated range of temperature and ac-
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tivity. The corresponding Wul↵ structures are sketched in Figures 5(c) to (f). The dominant

facets are made of (211), (110), and the (100) surfaces. The latter becomes strongly preferred

at favorable conditions of adsorption, i.e. high a/a� ratio and low T as in Figure 5(e). When

taking into account the thermodynamic and vibrational contributions there is a change of

n0 value for the (110) surface in the investigated range of T and a/a�. Figures 5(a) and (b)

clearly show that �110 is lower during the whole T range if n = 1 instead of 2. It is, then,

reasonable to assume that the remaining surface sites may become occupied by H ligands,

as they strongly adsorb on (110) facets. Indeed the most stable configuration is obtained for

3 H and one Cl adsorbed on the (110) surface model, with a surface energy of 0.45 J/m2.

However, as demonstrated in Figures 5(a) and (b), taking into account as well the ther-

modynamic and vibrational contributions shows that extra H adsorption are possible only

at low temperature and small activity. The di↵erence between the two configurations a↵ects

slightly the resulting NP shapes, see Figures 5(c) and (e). Except for the (110) case, all

surfaces will be fully covered by hydrides and chlorides. This could be an explanation for

the reported value of H coverage around 0.4 and 0.6 ML.35

NH3

Ammonia is a stable molecule with reported dissociation barriers of 0.9 eV at the (100)27 and

of 0.7 eV at the (110)30 surface. We do, therefore, not observe any N-H activation. Table 5

summarizes results on the adsorption process.

NH3 molecule adsorbs always on top of surface Fe atom, for all tested surfaces, as in

previous studies.28,29,56 The adsorption always occurs via the N atom with no tilting angle.

The corresponding Eads are close to those of H-coverage case. This rather low magnitude,

compared to Cl or HCl, is presumably due to the already saturated bonds of the NH3

molecule. Our computed values can vary from those reported in the literature because of

the di↵erence in computational settings.

Charge analysis shows that only small electron transfer occurs between the Fe surface
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Table 5: Preferred adsorption sites (see Figure 1) for NH3 molecules for n � 1 and the
adsorption energies for one adsorbed molecule calculated in this work and, as well, obtained
in previous works. Underneath follow minimum energy coverage values n0 with the corre-
sponding adsorption energies per NH3 molecule and the resulting surface energies.

hkl (100) (110) (111) (211) (310)
Site T T T1 T T1

En=1
ads / eV -0.53 -0.51 -0.85 -0.74 -0.74

En=1
ads / eV -0.92a -0.47, -0.73, -0.83b -0.94, -0.70c -0.79d –

n0 2 1 4 2 4
En=n

0

ads /n0 / eV -0.35 -0.51 -0.50 -0.59 -0.44
�n

0

hkl

/ J/m2 2.13 2.05 2.09 2.08 1.94

aTaken from Reference 27
bTaken from References 28, 29, and 30 respectively. Reference 30 contains zero-point energies.
cTaken from References 28 and 56, respectively.
dTaken from Reference 25

and the NH3 ligands, This means as well that the N-Fe bonds are strongly covalent and the

trend of adsorption energies at the di↵erent surfaces should be well explained by the "̄
d

in

Figure 3. The lowest values for "̄
d

and Eads are found for the (100) facet. However, at (110)

Eads is surprisingly low, possibly due to the di↵erent amounts of charge transfer between

the surfaces and the ligand. At the (110) surface the NH3 adsorbate is neutral. This means

that the strength of the adsorption is solely determined by the covalent bond and, thus,

by the d-band center. In all other cases the ligand molecule is slightly positively charged,

ranging from 0.02 for the (100) to 0.08 e for the (111) case. This small, yet present charge

transfer may lead to electronic rearrangements which contribute to the adsorption energy via

additional Coulomb interactions between the ligand and the surface or, as well, between the

di↵erent Fe layers and atoms. In this context it should be noted that this sensitivity of Eads

towards fluctuations of the charge can possibly explain the previously obtained scattered

values cited in Table 5. Figure 1 in the S.I., illustrates the charge distribution among the

di↵erent surfaces in case of NH3 adsorption.

Owing to steric e↵ects, the number of NH3 molecules that can be adsorbed is small for

the unit cells with small surface areas. For instance, adding a second NH3 molecule on the

small (110) surface already results in a surface energy higher than the bare one. Similarly, if
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a second ligand is adsorbed on the (100) model, a significant reduction of Eads is obtained.

This is less true for the (211) surface, as the dimension in direction perpendicular to the top

Fe rows allow for a larger distance between two NH3. The facet with the lowest surface energy

is, then, the (310), since four NH3 molecules can be adsorbed while maintaining reasonable

distances between them. Despite the adsorption energy values, NH3 will not adsorb in

a significant amount on FeNP surfaces. This is caused by thermodynamic contributions

(no vibrational yet) which drastically increase the surface energies. For instance, assuming

a/a� = 1 and T = 300 K yields �
hkl

of 2.47, 2.40, 2.52, 2.47, and 2.43 J/m2 for the (100),

(110), (111), (211), and (310) surface, respectively. It should be even more pronounced if

the vibrational contributions are included.

Regarding the dissociation of NH3 into its components, it is expected that the adsorbed

N recombines with H species from the surrounding environment to reform NH3 and then

desorb.57 This holds since test calculations on a single N adsorption provide only weak

adsorption energies (|Eads| < 0.5 eV) on all surfaces, if NH3 is chosen as nitrogen source.

Therefore, it can be concluded that NH3 molecules will not a↵ect the shape of FeNP in a

significant manner.

NH4Cl

Experimentally, ammonium chloride has been found to directly influence the size of FeNP.33

Its dissociation into NH3, H, and Cl above the five considered surfaces and their subsequent

adsorption is energetically more favorable than the complex’s adsorption. For instance, on

the (100) surface the simultaneous adsorption of H, Cl, and NH3 is about 2 eV lower than

that of the whole NH4Cl. Table 6 summarizes the obtained results.

Table 6: Preferred adsorption sites (see Figure 1) of the dissociated parts of a NH4Cl
molecule (NH3, H, Cl), together with the adsorption energies.

hkl (100) (110) (111) (211) (310)
Site T-H -B T-3f-3f T1-Tsb-Tsb T-Qt-Sb T1-Qt1-Sb1

En=1
ads / eV -2.30 -1.79 -2.62 -2.75 -2.73
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The adsorption sites of the three dissociated components are very similar to that of the

isolated NH3 – always on top – and the HCl molecule. In the (100) and (211) cases they

are formally identical, while on the other three surfaces, the Cl ligand has been pushed to

other neighboring sites, due to the spatial extent of the NH3 ligand. As a consequence, the

adsorption energies values are smaller than the sum of ENH
3

ads and EHCl
ads . At the (110) surface,

ENH
4

Cl
ads is smaller than EHCl

ads . It means that from a dissociated NH4Cl molecule only the HCl

part would actually adsorb. On this basis, for the other 4 surfaces it can be concluded that,

in the presence of NH4Cl in the synthesis medium, only HCl would eventually adsorb, since

it always leads to lower surface energies.

CH3COOH

Having investigated HCl, which corresponds to a strong acid, we have also studied the

adsorption of acetic acid, a typical weak acid. Generally, the adsorption of CH3COOH on

the five surfaces is energetically favorable. As in the case of HCl, the configuration with

dissociated H and CH3COO parts are more stable. The respective adsorption geometries are

depicted in Figure 6.58

The CH3COO� adsorbs with its two O atoms on the surface, where the two O are bridging

two neighbors surface Fe atoms. The adsorption site of the hydride, since negative charge is

observed, corresponds to that of the HCl case as given in Table 4 for n = 1. Both oxygen

atoms also carry a strong negative charge between �1.1 and -1.2 e. The exact position

of each O depends of the specific surface geometry, see Figure 6. Again, these positions

are mainly influenced by the Coulomb repulsion between the H and the nearest O. As an

example, on the (110) surface (Figure 6(b)), the O atom closer to the H is pushed towards

the Sb site. The respective adsorption energies are listed in Table 7. They strongly depend

on the distance between the adsorbed acetate and hydride ion. Eads is the largest for the

(310) surface, since d(O� H) is also the largest. Contrarily, it is the weakest for the smallest

distance, i.e in the (110) case.
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Table 7: The adsorption energy Eads of one CH3COOH molecule, the shortest distance
d(O� H) between an oxygen and the adsorbed hydrogen, the minimum surface energy
coverage values n0 (in number of molecules per calculation cell), with the corresponding
adsorption energies per molecule and the resulting surface energies are presented.

hkl (100) (110) (111) (211) (310)
Eads [ eV] -1.73 -1.36 -1.97 -1.87 -2.14

d(O� H) [ Å] 2.98 2.61 3.29 3.30 3.55
n0 2 1 2 2 2

En=n

0

ads /n0 / eV -1.50 -1.36 -1.83 -1.67 -1.89
�n

0

hkl

/ J/m2 0.99 1.46 1.61 1.20 1.31

Adding a second ligand, consisting also of an acetate and a hydride, does not significantly

a↵ect the respective adsorption positions. Due to the large volume of the acetate the coverage

values leading to the lowest surface energies, n0, equals 2 with the exception of the (110) case

where only one dissociated ligand can be favorably adsorbed. From the minimum surface

energies at T = 0 K in Table 7, the (100) facet is, by far, the most energetically favorable

one. The �n

0

310 value is already 20 % larger. This huge di↵erence can be attributed to the

relatively small surface area being able to adsorb two ligand molecules, leading to a relatively

large concentration of energy-reducing ligands at the surface.

This large preference for the (100) surface is weakened if thermodynamic and, in par-

ticular, vibration energies are taken into account. Indeed these increases of �(hkl) values

for all facets will lead to a drastic reduction of the relative di↵erences between them. As

a consequence the (100) facet is definitively less preferred. This is demonstrated in the

corresponding Wul↵ constructions of Figures 7(a) to (d). At low temperatures, there is a

strong presence of the (100), (211), and (310) facets, with an increase in the (100) ratio

with growing activity. At a higher temperature, adsorption is only weak or not occurring

as illustrated in Figure 7(b). In this case, the shape is very similar to the one of a bare Fe

NP. Increasing a/a� ratio favors (310) instead of (100) facets, due to di↵erent vibrational

spectrum of the ligands at the surface. Note as well that the presence of (111) facets is found

only in the case of higher temperatures. The presence of CH3COOH ligands can, therefore,

not explain the experimentally observed cubic structures of Fe NP. At experimental condi-
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tions thermodynamics rather predict spherical shapes. It can be assumed that this result

can be extrapolated to other weak and, as well, long-chained acids that are used in FeNP

synthesis, such as palmitic acid.7

Summary and Conclusions

We have presented the results of comprehensive DFT calculations about the adsorption of

H, Cl, HCl, NH3, NH4Cl, and CH3COOH ligands on five low-indexed Fe surfaces, being

(100), (110), (111), (211), and (310). When not considering thermodynamic and vibrational

contributions we find that, in general, adsorption is energetically favorable and the surface

energies can be significantly lowered compared to the respective bare cases. For simple species

(H, Cl and NH3), adsorption energies at the low concentration limit can be understood in

terms of orbital-driven arguments while considering as well the charge distribution between

the Fe layers and, likewise, the ligands.

We have demonstrated, as well, that including thermodynamic and vibrational contribu-

tions to the calculation of the free Gibbs energy of adsorption leads to an increase of the

surface energies, which may in turn, depending on the specific ligands, result in preference

for naked surfaces. In particular, it appears essential to include the vibrational part.

Finally, we have shown, owing to the Wul↵ constructions resulting from thermdoynamics

considerations, that of all the considered possible ligands will a↵ect the morphology of the

NPs in a signicant manner. As an example, the adsorption of H, a species expected to be

abundant on the surface, is predicted to result in perfect dodecahedrons. But, adsorbed

species are not the reason for the occurrence of cubic FeNPs in experiments. This is sum-

marized in the phase diagram in Figure 8, showing the trend towards cubic or dodecahedral

shapes of ligand-covered FeNPs in dependence on �100 and �110. All investigated compounds

show, if at all, only weak tendencies towards cubic morphology, since they are unable to

raise �100 with respect to �110.
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All investigated compounds show, if at all, only weak tendencies towards cubic mor-

phology. Moreover, the adsorption of H, a species expected to be abundant on the surface,

is predicted to result in perfect dodecahedrons. The transition towards cubic NPs would

involve to raise �110 as well as to lower �100.

In addition to the calculation of e↵ective surface energies, the coordination d -band center

also demonstrates that no electronic e↵ect can invert the relative thermodynamic stability of

the (100) and (110) iron surfaces upon adsorption of simple species. Dissociative adsorption

processes or co-adsorbed species could possibly change these conclusions, but it is to be

expected that cubic NPs do not represent the thermodynamic equilibrium configurations but

rather that their growth is governed by kinetics, such as the dissociation of the precursor

above the bare or covered surfaces. This will be the topic of a forthcoming paper.
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(a) (100) (b) (110) (c) (111)

(d) (211) (e) (310)

Figure 1: Top views of the five investigated surfaces with their 1 ⇥ 1 surface unit cells,
indicated by the black quadrangles. The Fe atoms in the first (blue), second (red), third
(yellow), and deeper (grey) MLs are shown with the possible high symmetry adsorption sites
of each surface (small white). These are: 1(a) B – bridge, H – hollow, T – top; 1(b) 3f –
(quasi) 3-fold hollow, Lb – long bridge, Sb – short bridge, T – Top; 1(c) B13 – bridge between
Fe in 1st and 3rd layer, Qf – quasi four-fold, Qt – quasi three-fold, T1 (T2, T3) – on top
of Fe in the 1st (2nd, 3rd) ML, Tsb – top-shallow bridge; 1(d) H – hollow, Lb – long bridge
(between 1st ML Fe atoms), Qt – quasi 3-fold hollow, Sb – short bridge, Sb2 – short bridge
between 2nd ML, T – top; 1(e) Lb1 – long bridge between 1st ML Fe, Qf – quasi four-fold,
Qt1 (Qt2) – quasi three-fold with two Fe atoms of 1st (2nd) ML, Sb1 (Sb2) – short bridge
between 1st (2nd) ML Fe, T1 (T2) – top of 1st (2nd) ML Fe.
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(100)
(110)
(111)
(211)
(310)

Figure 2: Wul↵ shape of a bare FeNP according to the �
hkl

of Table 1.

Figure 3: (a) d -band center coordination map including legend with the correspondence
between colours and energy scale (in eV); (b) e↵ective d AOs diagram calculated for various
Fe(hkl) slabs. Left (in black): surface atoms, right (in blue): lower layer.
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Figure 4: Surface energies of the Fe surfaces at (a) low (a/a� = 10�7) and (b) standard
(a/a� = 1) H2 activity. Below each graph are the corresponding FeNP Wul↵ constructions
at T = 150 K and at T = 450 K close to experimental conditions. The dotted lines in (b)
represent the surface energies without vibrational terms.
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Figure 5: Surface energies of the Fe surfaces at (a) low (a/a� = 10�7) and (b) standard
(a/a� = 1) HCl activity. Below each graph are the corresponding Wul↵ constructions of
FeNP at T = 150 K, rand at T = 450 K.
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(a) (100) (b) (110) (c) (111) (d) (211) (e) (310)

Figure 6: Adsorption geometries of CH3COOH at the five di↵erent Fe surfaces after disso-
ciation. The Fe top layer is represented by yellow balls, other Fe atoms by light brown ones.
Small white (brown, red) balls represent H (C, O, respectively).

(a) T = 150 K (b) T = 450 K (c) T = 150 K (d) T = 450 K

Figure 7: Wul↵ constructions of Fe NPs under CH3COOH adsorption at di↵erent chemical
conditions: (a) and (b) at a/a� = 10�7; (c) and (d) at a/a� = 1.

Figure 8: Phase diagram of the tendency of a ligand covered FeNP towards cubic (blue)
or dodecahedral (red) shape depending on the �

hkl

of the (100) and the (110) facets. Other
surfaces are disregarded. The two black solid lines mark the transition towards perfect
cubes and dodecahedrons, respectively. Shown are the �100/110 pairs of each ligand with the
�110/�100 ratio closest to

p
2, representing the upper transition line.
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